This todos does not agree with chalupas and may be an incorrect reading of the abbreviation, or may be an error due to the fact that objects do not have genders in Basque, and errors sometimes arise, therefore, when Basques are writing in Spanish. The above explanation also applies to this todas which agrees withjusti½ias but not withjuezes. It should be pointed out that this document is particularly clear and legible because it is written more carefully and slowly than normal notarial documents; the frequent and peculiar dots are also for this reason. The final argument that 'Progress was never made except by examining possibilities' sounds reasonable enough in the abstract. But does it apply to the present instance? As innumerable contemporary examples show, if one is prepared to begin with imaginary or unrealistic premises, there is no limit to the number of fanciful theories that can be devised. The fundamental object of serious historical scholarship is to discover the full truth about the past, and fallacious assumptions or dubious conclusions must be ruthlessly rejected if this goal is to be achieved. Any study that sets out to 'examine possibilities' while rejecting such standards in its practice cannot be taken seriously as a work of history, whatever else it might be.
In closing, I regret that the choice of words in my review apparently was not so precise as it should have been, that a wrong label was attached to the Clavus Map, and that the Norse-Thule Eskimo relationship was misstated. Even more regrettable is the misspelling of the author's name, which was primarily an editorial lapse. But the conclusions expressed in my review have only been strengthened by further research, including examining the Clavus Map at the British Museum, undertaken in consequence of Mr Enterline's letter.
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